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Service pack releases to 4.7 POS
Due to demands in projects and in the market, we have released five minor

versions adding to the 4.7 main release:

- V4.7.1: Lookup of first possible delivery date from NAV added.

Improvements to pick up time dialog. Delayed payments from Resursbank

supported

- V4.7.2: Crash fix for Verifone VIM. Log optimizations

- V4.7.3: Added improvements to datasource for searching in online

products, and support for product filters on the search results.

- V4.7.4: In 4.7.3, clearing the search field in product grid created a

crash. This was fixed

- V4.7.5: A bug where a transaction was interpreted as aborted when a card

was inserted on Adyen terminals was fixed.

Contents in release

4.8

These are the major changes in Extenda GO POS version 4.8

This version covers work done in sprints 70,71 and 72.

New features
- Nets Bluetooth terminal handling has been rewritten. Both Link 2500

terminals and ISMP terminals are now supported over Bluetooth



- Status updates for preorder handling is now divided so that “Order is

ready for pickup” messages are sent from the server when the items have

been picked.

- For commission sales, you can now create suppliers directly in POS

backoffice, and for Norwegian installations, look up the supplier from

Vipps based on the mobile number, to get verified data

- Performance for handling client price promotions for big sets of

products has been improved 100-fold after an addition slowed this down

in POS 4.7 compared to POS 4.6. Evaluation of products for promotions

has also been improved to perform 15x faster

- Bundle products can now be added to bill from webview through

Posconnector javascript

- Line comments can now be printed on the receipts when a parameter

enables this (Shared.Setting.LineCommentPrintOnReceipt.Enabled)

- When Messagebird integration is activated, you can now select to send

customer receipts by SMS

- POS can now finalize orders received from external integrated parties

like webshops, so they are reported in EOD and put into fiscal

reporting. In backoffice, one POS per shop must be selected to have this

task. Incoming orders must have is_paid=0, close_order_in_pos=1, and a

transaction covering the full amount to trigger POS closing the order

with itself as register

- POS now checks for missing orders before doing EOD

- The number of available tickets for each session is now displayed when

selling tickets

- POS will now remember the top level category you used last and bring you

back to this category in product view when returning from payment or

other views. Very useful for shops within a chain that use different top

level categories for their main products

- Star SDK has been updated to 5.16.1

- Customers can now be added to Voyado and Diller with Vipps Login

validation of the data

- On the product description page, you can now click on the filter values

of this product to find other products with the same value. Same applies

to Go Look app

Bugs fixed



Numerous fixes and improvements have been made.

- Crash when paying with Verifone fixed

- Crash when inserting card in Adyen terminals fixe

Complete issue list
Many of the issues registered as bugs are findings in functional testing and

regression testing, so called QA bugs. Few of the bugs have actually been

detected in production.






